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November and December 2011

!

KDEC takes part in Sight Savers Rapid Assessment of
Avoidable Blindness (RAAB).

!

KDEC welcomed the Sightsavers team to the eye centre in November to
conduct a Rapid Assessment of Avoidable Blindness in some of the areas
where we work.. The main reasons to collect survey data on blindness and
visual impairment in a community are:
- To help eye health managers develop intervention programmes to reduce
blindness in a community.
- To help monitoring of existing blindness control programmes and to adjust
these programmes as necessary.
The Sightsavers Team and KDEC visited four randomly selected locations.
There were many people to assess in a very short space of time. The data
collected proved beyond all doubt that the local communities in which we
work, are in desperate need of all the eye care services that KDEC provides.
The results of the RAAB will allow us to plan programmes specific to these
areas. We will share the findings with you when they are published.

!
Above: Data collectors - Dr. Gachago (left) and Kamau collecting data at one
of the homesteads visited

!
!

‘Eye Go Fishing’ has been saving sight for 18 years now.

!

The competition traditionally happens at the beginning of the Kenya fishing
season when everyone has just put their boats in the water. Optimism is high,
the mood is good, as people enjoy putting to sea again in our beautiful Indian
Ocean. Sometimes the fish decide to play, sometimes not, that’s the name of
the game.
This year we enjoyed a record entry of 20 boats, lots of fish and Ksh444,125
(approx US$ 4700) to restore sight to people in Kenya.
The David Parry Memorial Trophy was taken by Wolfgang on Phoenix with a
Striped Marlin, the heaviest non-bill fish was a Wahoo of 21.5 kg caught by
Vikash on Bahari Kuu. The Ladies prize went to Swee on Black Pearl with a
Tagged Sail Fish and Junior prizes to Nabil Dhanji and Justin Walters.
‘It was a great weekend as usual’ reported Dr Roberts, ‘with masses of
support from the community; both those who fish and those who come to
watch and enjoy. Of course the real winners are the 111 people who, blind
often for years from cataract, will now be able to have surgery and see again.’

!

Fundraising in Northern Ireland

!

!

Rachel Carson an optometrist in Armagh, Northern Ireland has raised £ 470 to
help the eye centre through the auctioning of a very professional looking
guitar made by her father. We hope to welcome Rachel and a university
friend, who is also an optometrist, to KDEC in February during her two week
trip to Kenya.
The photograph below shows Rachel with the guitar made by her father.

!

Eye Screening for passengers at the Mombasa/Likoni
ferry

!

The ferry link is important not only to local users but those heading for
Tanzania and beyond. It is the only infrastructural lifeline linking the island of
Mombasa to the Kenya mainland on the south Coast. Everyday thousands of
passengers and cars queue up to board the ferry.
Kenya Ferry Services sponsored a screening on the 16th of December which
took place while passengers were waiting for the Ferry, ensuring maximum
exposure to the work of the eye centre. 252 patients took the opportunity to
have their eyes screened. As a result Kenya Ferry Services have kindly
agreed to sponsor 40 cataract operations.
We would like to thank Kenya Ferry for their contribution which allowed these
cataract patients to have their sight restored for Christmas.

!
Above: Kenya Ferry Corporate Affairs Manager, Elizabeth Wachira talks to
ferry users waiting to be screened

!

Vision 2020 Link visit

!

Kwale District Eye Centre was one of four Mombasa Ophthalmic institutions
recently visited by a UK Vision 2020 Link team comprising Drs Richard
Newson and Abt Jacob of Southampton University Ophthalmology
Department accompanied by a senior Nurse and a Manager,and Dr Roger
Humphry Consultant Ophthalmologist to Eyes for East Africa UK.
The aim of the visit was to establish links and collaboration between the
Coast Caucus of Ophthalmologists and Southampton University Ophthalmic

Department leading to development of improved eye care services in the
Province.

!

The doctors toured KDEC and its facilities meeting many of the staff. They
shared their knowledge and ideas with us, complimented us on the work we
are doing and offered advice and suggestions. A similar visit by the Kenyan
team to Southampton is expected to take place during the first week of March
2012. Dr. Helen Roberts and Nurse-in-Charge Rose Atsiaya are scheduled to
make the visit. Rose is looking forward to her first trip to UK but is worried
about the cold weather at the end of the winter so she should make sure she
packs plenty of woollies and gloves!

!
Above : Link team with our Dr Roger Humphry (right) at the eye centre during
the visit

!

September & October 2011

!

Update on the ending of support from SSI

!

In the July news we highlighted that Sight Savers International were ending
their ten year support for the eye centre. We have started a review to identify
possible ways of making savings in implementing our eye care services with
minimum impact on the community whilst seeking new sources of funding. It
will not be an easy task. We are also grateful to a number of supporters in UK
who have now volunteered to make monthly financial contributions through
our UK fundraising focus, Eyes for East Africa UK. We also wish to thank
others in UK and here in Kenya who have held fundraising events to benefit
the eye centre. Some of these events are reported below, regrettably lack of
space precludes us from including more donors.

World Sight Day 13th October

!

This year the world’s focus is on Childhood Blindness and the aim of world
sight day is to highlight the fact that people across the world continue to
suffer needless blindness, many of them children. We went to schools to
make sighted children understand how it must feel to be less privileged with
their sight.
The two photographs below show sighted children learning the challenges of
walking or eating when they cannot see. This helps to give these children and
their society more understanding of those with visual challenges and perhaps
they will better accept them into society.
One of the biggest challenges of being born blind in Africa is that many
societies believe that you are a curse; a result of some wrongdoing in the
family. There is a high chance that you will be hidden away from other people
and that your family will be ashamed of you. If we can alter attitudes towards
these children we can really change lives.

!

Below: Experiencing life using a cane

!

!
!
!
!

Below: Problems of eating when you can’t see your food

!
Our thanks go the following. Apologies for not including others who have
helped us recently.

!

Fundraising in Kenya

!

The Diani Goat Derby - was organized by the East African Women’s League
held on 16th October raised funds for us while at the same time provided fun
and amusement for the crowds.
Eyes Go Game Spotting ( EGGS) - a fun event at Lions Bluff Lodge Tsavo
West - recently raised Ksh 600,000 (around US $ 6,000) half of which went to
support our satellite clinic at Taita.

!

!
Above: Verkaart Ladies in the Goat Derby best hat competition

!
!
!

Fundraising in the UK

!

Inverness Scotland - Iain Illingworth raised funds for us by taking part in the
Inverness Marathon event.T he photograph below shows a very happy Iain
doing his Usain Boult impression after the race.

!

Bath England - Kingswood School in Bath raised over £500 (US $ 780) by
selling school photographs and recipe books.

!

Kent England - at a Safari Supper Sarah Phillips and friends raised over £1700
pounds ( US $ 2600) from a safari supper held in Kent.

!

!

August 2011

!

Formal Nurse Eye Training Starts

!

We have been training Ophthalmologists and Ophthalmic Clinical Officers in
partnership with Kenya Medical Training institutions since we began. These
students get the chance to put their knowledge to practical use and we teach
them hands on surgery. We received official recognition from the Kenya
Medical Practitioners’ and Dentists Board as a training centre 2 years ago.

Now, in partnership with the other eye care centres in Mombasa, sponsored
by CBMI, we began our first training for nurses in ophthalmic skills.
This three month training equips these government nurses to offer basic eye
care.

!

!
Above: Nurses in training

!

Low Vision Training

!

!

Sponsored by Thomas Cook, our staff enjoyed a 2-day training at KDEC by a
low vision specialist. Together we reviewed many children, and refreshed our
knowledge on how to assess and optimise their visual outcome.
The photograph below shows staff training in refraction techniques

Sad News

!

It is with sadness that we learnt of the death of Mrs. Ans Verkaart on 26th Jul
2011 in Holland. Ans was the wife of Mr. Jan Verkaart and co-founder of the
Verkaart organization, with whom we have worked for many years.
Ans will be remembered by us for her great contribution to the low vision
project, especially to those with albinism. Her support continues as
donations from her funeral were given to our low vision project.
The photograph on the right shows Mrs. Verkaart involved in albino
awareness creation in the community.

!

!

July 2011

!

More on the ending of SSI ten year programme

!

Following the recent news that SightSavers International (SSI) were
withdrawing funding from KDEC due to a change in policy, many of our
donors have asked for more details why this radical change has occurred
when they all know how cost-effective the Eye Centre is in bringing eye care

to those in need. The following is a summary of thinking behind the SSI
decision:Sightsavers have developed a new organizational strategy that has
significantly altered its approach to eye-care work following a decrease in
resources. A major change is the shift from supporting direct service
provision for eye health such as done by Kwale District Eye Centre to a
strengthening of eye-health systems along the lines of the WHO 6 building
blocks for a strong health system. It is for this reason that they have made
the painful decision to end the Partnership with Kwale District Eye Centre
after close to 10 years of fruitful collaboration in what, without doubt, has
been an excellent project.

!

JANICE: The story of a modern blind girl - By Kai
Kafahamu, Manager, Community Eye Care Services

!

In 2008 brave Janice could not persuade her mother to let her undergo
operations on both eyes to remove her cataracts. Since then Janice struggled
in school as she could not see what was on the blackboard. Writing became
increasingly difficult. She was also left out of the games which all her friends
were playing.

!

In July this year we took some visitors to see Janice’s cousin who suffered
from low vision, in the same school. He didn’t have cataracts but was given a
telescope to see better in class. As the visitors prepared to leave poor Janice
burst out crying. Why couldn’t she have treatment when facing a life of
blindness when her cousin was offered help? So what if they put in a goat’s
eye as she had been told by villagers, or if she died; it was worth the risk.’
African children are usually very obedient but Janice had had enough. She
told her mother that she would refuse to go to school unless she let her have
surgery on her eyes. A few days later, KDEC conducted a field eye screening
only a few kilometers from Janice’s home and the team were delighted to see
Janice again. Again we asked her parents to give her the chance to see. Her
father called her aside to tell her the “assumed demerits” of cataract surgery.
The other patients were surprised to overhear Janice tell her father “I have
been blind now for three years and you and my mother are afraid to let me
have surgery in case I die. I can’t see! Today I am going to take that chance
even if you refuse”. Her father felt ashamed and relented, allowing her to have
cataract surgery in both eyes.

!

Janice is now doing well in school and is included in her friend’s games
again. Her family are delighted. Said her father “I didn’t know that surgery
was as simple as that. I’ll advise people with eye problems in my village not
fear cataract surgery”.

!
Above: Janice having check-up at screening venue.

!
Above: Janice with the happy father after surgery.

!
!
!

June 2011

!

The first item this month is a truly tragic tale that illustrates the huge
difficulties facing Kwale District Eye Centre in bringing eye care to many of
the population in rural Kenya. It tells the story of a baby boy who became
blind at the age of one leading to the suicide of his mother when he was
seven , due to traditional customs and attitudes found in many village
communities. Basic health education remains a high priority in rural areas,
never mind the advances in medicine.

!

DUAL TRAGEDY – By Kai Kafahamu, Comprehensive
Eye Services Manager

!

Vuri, a healthy man, was happily married to Nzadze, and they had three
daughters and a son. Vuri’s only son Richa, lost his sight when aged one. His
father believed someone had put a curse on his family. Vuri tried to lift the
curse by visiting the witch doctor, a common practice in Africa . The remedies
were increasingly weird and expensive but they did not restore Richa’s sight.
They visited herbalists and all manner of other traditional healers. Nothing
made any difference.

!

A disabled child in rural Africa is considered to be a punishment for some
terrible thing which the family has done. Despite the fact that the cause was
unknown and the family well liked the village began to disassociate
themselves from them. Their daughters were too afraid to go to school. No
one would speak to anyone in the family; when Nzadze went shopping she
was served in an uncomfortable silence with averted faces. As she
approached any group, people who had once been her friends would fall
silent, refuse to look at her or answer her greetings. There was nothing Vuri
or Nzadze could do to stop this and, they themselves believed that they must
have done something terribly wrong to be haunted by demons and that they
deserved to be treated this way.

!

After seven years it all became too much and Nzadze hanged herself from a
tree with a khanga (the colourful clothing which African women wear).
The community felt a little guilty for the way in which they had treated Nzadze
but they were relieved that she had paid for her sins, whatever they were.
They continued to blame her for possessing demons which made her to give
birth to a boy who became blind. Failure to drive out the demons with the
witch doctor meant that she had taken the right course.

!

Poor blind Richa, now aged 7 was without his mother but the village let the
family into their lives again. Vuri remarried and a year later his new wife gave
birth to a baby boy. All seemed well and the baby, Tsuma, became a toddler,
but it soon became evident that this child was losing his sight as well. There
was total confusion in Vuri’s family. Now the community had yet more

evidence that the ‘crime’ was really huge and that the family had not been
forgiven. Again the family were seen as cursed and nobody wanted to
associate themselves with them.

!

Nevertheless, this brave family had one ally. Our Community Based Worker
had learnt of their plight and one day he walked into their home to ask them
to take both boys to a nearby primary school where KDEC was going to
conduct eye screening for community members the next day. On 6th June
2011, Richa and Tsuma were assessed at the screening venue and confirmed
to be bilaterally blind due to cataracts. Shortly afterwards they underwent
surgery in both eyes at the Eye Centre and can now see.

!

Addressing our community worker , Vuri, the children’s father cried “ I wish I
had know about you before I lost my dear wife due to ignorance and
discrimination within our community. My first boy had been blind for 13 years
and my second boy for 5. They can now see very well and go to school,
thanks to Kwale District Eye Centre.”

!
Above: Vuri and the boys before surgery. He had to lead his children everywhere they
went.

!
Above: Vuri’s family, all happy with the results of the surgery.

!

UK Donations

!

The two photographs below are of Pahe, a patient who benefited from a
personal regular donation of £30 made last month through Eyes For East
Africa UK . If you would like to become a regular donor please email
contact@eyesforeastafrica.org for more details.

!

Pahe had cataract surgery thanks to a donation of £30. She has asked us to
send her donor all her blessings.

!
Above: Pahe before cataract surgery

!
Above: Pahe after surgery

!

May 2011

!

Fighting Blindness in Kenya - 20 years of 'Diani Rules’

!

For twenty years this charity fun and sports event on Diani Beach has raised
money to battle blindness. All based on team events they follow unusual
rules and include football with a rugby ball, beach volley ball , often on a
rising tide, four way tug of war amongst others. The photo on the right shows
two teams battling it out in the waves at waterball.

!

There is always a huge amount of support from local hotels, national
companies and businesses and people come from as far away as UK to join
in. This year Ksh350,000/- (approx US$4,200) was raised.

!

The commonest cause of blindness in Kenya is cataract which can be
surgically removed so the patient can see again.Thanks to twenty years of
fundraising, thousands of poor Kenyan people and their families have
benefited from the Gift of Sight. Can you imagine how that must feel?
The organisers of Diani Rules would like to thank all those who made this
possible.

!

!

The second photo below shows Mwanasiti and Alice after their surgery which
perhaps give us some idea of how it feels to be given the gift of sight.

!

!

Teachers vow to ensure visually impaired in school top
their class

!

Last month, we highlighted how parents of visually impaired children vowed
to work together for the benefit of their children. This month we highlight the
teachers. KDEC provides teachers with the skills to enable them to help
children with visual problems; blind and low vision.

!

Recently, 23 teachers were trained in many aspects of low vision and Braille.
This allows the teachers to ensure that children with a visual disability are
able to make the most of their educational chances. The below photo
illustrates empathy by teaching the teachers how it feels to be visually
challenged. The second photo shows the trainer taking a photo of teachers
gathered to learn how to enable low vision children to achieve at school
During training, the teachers admitted that they do not always have time to
pay attention to slow learners, many of whom are often visually impaired
children. They promised to improve on this by drawing individual education
plans. Two of the teachers are deputy heads who vowed to spearhead action
for visually impaired children.

!

With this support from our stakeholders and donors, we can rest assured that
visually impaired children will gain social inclusion and education.
The third photo shows the teachers learning Braille.

!

!

!

!
!
!

April 2011

!

Funding Crisis

!

We now face the biggest challenge in the Eye Centre’s history.
After ten years of major support from Sight Savers International to Kwale
District Eye Centre, SSI informed us that as a result of policy changes they
will no longer support us after December 2011. This leaves a major shortfall in
the donations on which we rely to continue our work. Over the years SSI have
enabled us to build up skills and infrastructure to where we are now
providing comprehensive eye care for those in need of surgery and to others
in the community.

!

As a major donor in the last ten years they have contributed approximately
£100,000 at its peak or 30% of our overall annual funding. We need your help
now, to find the funds to enable us to continue to do this so please donate
what you can to fill the funding gap. Donations can be made in various ways
as described on the website. We are also looking for your knowledge of
Companies, Trusts or Charities who would be willing to support KDEC.

!

Families working together

!

The sharing of ideas and experiences play an important role in helping
families of children with visual impairments assist their children through
meeting families with similar challenges. We can teach parents what their
children are capable of and how best to help them achieve these goals but
nothing beats the shared experiences.

!

We are pleased to recount the story of one courageous mother who shared
her experiences with other parents facing similar difficulties. She explained
how she had neglected her visually impaired child and how this affected the
child psychologically. After counselling and follow-up by our vision therapist,
the mother’s attitude changed and both mother and child are much happier.
Now they do the chores together and enjoy chatting. This moving experience
motivated the other parents who realised that, like all normal children, what
they need most is love and acceptance.

!

Wakesho (pictured below) is visually impaired because of her albinism. She
had been locked away when we found her as she was considered a curse on
the family. They were ashamed and did not want her seen in public. After our
intervention she now goes to school like any other child. We know that this is
still happening to those children who we have not yet reached. Our staff
emphasise the reasons why a child with visual impairment needs follow up,
both medically and educationally. The parents were encouraged to follow

closely their childrens’ progress in school and to work with the teachers to
help the children realise their potential.

!

The parents vowed to be more proactive in monitoring the development of
their children, paying attention to their school work, and working together
with the contact teachers for the benefit of the visually impaired child.

!
Above: Wakesho, whose mother attended the training, is visually impaired because of her
albinism.

!
Above: A group of the parents undergoing training

!
Above: Despite having young children, these mothers were determined to attend the
training session.

!

March 2011

!

Staff retreat builds high performance teamwork

!

On the weekend of 19th March the 46 staff members of KDEC gathered for a
2-day retreat. It was an opportunity for us to remind ourselves of the roles
and responsibilities we play and how each contributes towards the
achievement of the organisation’s vision.

!

!

George, the facilitator from PEAK Performance International, used different
practical, fun, interactive games to get this message across. Most problems
have a variety of workable solutions. Building on each others' strengths
makes the whole team stronger. Listening to varying perspectives and ideas
expands the realm of possibilities. Collaboration and cooperation making
projects better, and more enjoyable, was the keynote of the weekend.
With Michael Bolton’s rendition of “Lean on Me”, the KDEC team held hands
as they sang along and promised to forge ahead, relying on each other in
order to meet the organisation’s objectives. The first task ensured maximum
interaction and bonding and we were encouraged to undertake critical
thinking and working outside the box. One staff member commented how he
had never had a chatty encounter with his superiors outside work. At the end
of the 2-day retreat, the staff reported to work on Monday with great energy
and zest.

Above and below: KDEC staff participating in the different games

!
Below: Abdul, Almasi & Nzirani show each other a sign of love

!

!

Sight re-ignites a hidden passion

!

His sight was failing and he could no longer act as lead instrumentalist in his
local band. In order to try and get his sight and his livelihood back, Mwaro – a
father of six, visited another hospital for his cataracts to be removed. Sadly
the operation was not a success and he still could not see. Six months of
despair and grinding poverty later, Mwaro was persuaded by our Community
Based Worker to let us operate on his only eye. To his delight, when the eye
patch came off, Mwaro could see clearly.

!
Above: Mwaro immediately after his surgery

!

He came back after a month for a check up and brought with him his closest
friend, an amazing looking musical instrument which many of us had never
seen before. He explained that he raised the fare to come back by playing it in
the village. The ambience at the centre turned musical as the staff and
patients enjoyed a jig as Mwaro played his amazing instrument. Mwaro had
enjoyed playing before but by regaining his sight it ignited a passion to do so
again. He intends to revive his band, comprising of himself and his two sons
to enable the family to live.

!
Above: Mwaro explaining to the OCO how he uses his musical instrument

!
Above: Staff enjoying Mwaro’s music

!

February 2011

!

Sight Restores Happiness and Confidence

!

When the visit to the optician failed to improve her poor eyesight, Benta
decided that the time had come for her retire from her life’s work as a teacher
however much she enjoyed her work. Kenya is desperately short of teachers,
especially those with Benta’s level of experience. But how could she continue
when she could not see? Three years ago, she lost her vision completely. The
result was disastrous her relatives, including two children whom she had
adopted, deserted her. A friend heard of her ordeal and encouraged her to
visit KDEC where she knew help would be provided. Benta was hesitant – she
had already been to another hospital where she was diagnosed with
glaucoma and given eye drops.

!

She continued to hope that she would one day regain her vision, but thought
this would come about through prayers alone. After 3 years of blindness
during which time she become more despondent as it became more difficulty
to walk any distance from her home. Finally she gained enough confidence to
ask for help to get to our screening session happening near her home.
Benta was diagnosed with both cataract and glaucoma and we operated for
both. When the surgery was over Benta was stunned to be able to see people
around her, so much so, she started shouting and wailing in joy.

!

'Please forgive me for causing a disturbance but these are tears of joy' said
the former teacher in perfect English. She confessed 'Despite all the
education and experience of life I have had, I was still afraid to come for
surgery'.

Benta vows to tell her community about KDEC’s work and the need to
overcome fear.

!

!

!

Photographs
Above: Benta before surgery
Below: Benta crying in joy
Below: A very jovial Benta ready to go home

Local Bank Helps Local community

!

In the spirit of corporate social responsibility, Housing Finance Mombasa,
sponsored a screening in the community. They sponsored not only treatment
including surgery, but provided food for patients during their stay at the
Centre. The photograph below shows Rodah Mwambonu, Branch Manager of
Housing Finance Mombasa branch with colleagues presenting the cheque
and food to KDEC staff

!
Above: Rodah Mwambonu, Branch Manager of Housing Finance Mombasa branch visiting
KDEC

!

Valentine – the month of Love

!
February is known worldwide as the month of love.
!

Year 5 pupils of Braeburn International School Mombasa, knowing they were
scheduled to make an educational tour to KDEC, took positive steps to
extend their love to those who cannot see. They made and sold Valentine
cards to their parents and teachers in school and donated the proceeds to
KDEC. The amazed children watched cataract surgery and learnt how their
fundraising at school had made a difference helping someone to regain their
sight in this month of love.

!
Above: Rehema receiving a giant card and donation from a pupil from Braeburn on their
visit to the centre

Fundraising in UK

!

As ever, we are grateful to the pupils, parents and staff of Kingswood School,
Bath and a Masonic Lodge in North London for continuing to donate funds
for the restoration of sight at KDEC. They and the many individual donors
throughout UK remain the unsung heroes in our efforts to bring eye care to
all those in need.

!

January 2011

!

Normal school- even if you cannot see normally

!

KDEC has been campaigning to integrate children with severe visual
impairment into mainstream education for years. This reduces discrimination
and stigma for these children among their peers and gives them a chance to
learn. We have specially trained teachers in Low Vision and Braille skills to
help at school.

!

Sometimes, transferring teachers with these skills from school to school is
inevitable. To overcome this, the Education Assessment and Resource Centre
(EARC) in nearby Kinango district, has set up a unit in a local school, with the
help of KDEC. This enables children who are blind or severely visually
impaired to learn Braille or use large print. They can then be placed into
schools nearer their homes. This reduces barriers faced by these children in
acquiring Braille skills and a better education.
In January this year, the unit admitted a further four children into the school,
including Kobe, aged 14. Being totally blind, it had not been possible to enrol
in a school nearer his home.

!

Still shy and very much a ‘new boy’, Kobe is amazed to be learning
something in a real school.

!

Above: Shy Mwaka (right of the picture) learns to use a Braille machine as his classmates urge him
on

!

Above: Class of visually impaired children of St. Luke’s Primary School

!

Diani Rules Charity Sports event celebrates 20 years of
saving sight in Kenya

!

The Safaricom sponsored Diani Rules Charity sports event, will celebrate its
20th anniversary on May 28th – 30th raising funds for Kwale District Eye
Centre with fun and games on the Kenya South Coast. Although still early in
the year you need to start thinking about taking part in this enjoyable event.
The title, Diani Rules, is taken literally, as the rules of the games are made up
in Diani by the judges on site.

!

The framework in which the games take place requires 24 teams of eight (at
least 3 of whom MUST be girls) competing in team sports including events
such as beach volleyball, 4-way tug of war, beach rugby and Frisbee
throwing. The games are changed so that everyone is brought up or down to
one level e.g. football is played with a rugby ball on the beach, often with a
rising tide covering part of the pitch.

Teams representing companies from both Kenya and abroad, many from
different business backgrounds come to participate, to help with the
organisation or simply to watch and be part of the fun.

!

Above: Participants in the water ball game

!

Many other organizations, individuals, businessmen and hotels come
together to give prizes for the teams and grand raffle.
Now is the time for you to help and here are some of the ways you could do
so:
•
Sponsor a team – each team advertises their sponsor throughout the
weekend by wearing brightly coloured tee-shirts with their logo clearly
displayed. Either bring along your own team to compete or we can
provide. Cost per team – Ksh60,000/- (USD 750)
•
Provide sponsorship for the musical entertainment or food and drinks
•
Provide a team prize – everyone leaves Diani Rules with a prize.
•
Provide a raffle prize – The draw for this is a highlight of Diani Rules
and takes place at the grand finale with all participants and spectators
present
•
Give a donation to the event
All proceeds go directly to Kwale District Eye Centre to provide eye care.
Please contact us at eyeskwale@africaonline.co.ke if you would like to
participate or help, or visit www.dianirules.org for more information.

